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OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION
Brief Background to the Economic Regulatory Reforms

The Independent Consumer & Competition Commission -

an overview of its Roles & Functions

Price Regulation & Regulated Goods & Services 
o Fuel Pricing and Policy under current structure
o Current Petroleum Pricing Review
o Compare and Contrast 
o The way forward 
o Summary of Fuel Pricing & Policy in PNG

The ICCC’ s role in the future
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BACKGROUND TO ECONOMIC REGULATORY 
REFORMS

The government carried out a review of the regulatory 
frameworks in 2000/2001 against a backdrop of poor 
performance by State Owned Entities. 

The review found that:
• The economic regulation of SOEs had been ineffective;
• The approach to economic regulation was too focused 

on pricing outcomes while ignoring the quality of service 
provided 

• In a number of occasions it was not providing sufficient 
returns to allow efficient operations and maintenance of 
existing assets.  

• As a result, economic regulations did not achieve 
objectives of providing cost effective  services at 
acceptable standards
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The Independent Consumer & Competition 
Commission

The recommendations of the Regulatory Review were approved by NEC in 
August 2001

• The key elements of the reform are the establishment of two new 
institutions and specific reforms to individual industries

• The new institutions are:
– IPBC – state trustee of SOEs and vehicle to improve corporate 

governance &  rehabilitation of SOEs (poor management, 
deteriorating assets & infrastructure, accumulation of debts & losses).

– ICCC – vehicle for ensuring effective economic regulation and 
market conduct practices.

• ICCC Act was passed by Parliament in March 2002 & brought into effect 
in July 2002.
– This  marked the introduction of a comprehensive competition law
– A revised regulatory framework for utility entities 
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ROLE & FUNCTION OF ICCC

The promotion of competition and fair trading, the  regulation of 
prices for certain declared goods, services and entities and the
protection of consumers’ interests.

3-core functions:

a).  Regulation of declared goods & services & declared entities

b).  Regulation of market conduct rules and fair trade practices

c). Protection of Consumer’s Rights & Interests. 

The focus of this presentation is on core function (a)
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REGULATED GOODS & SERVICES
THESE ARE THE CURRENT DECLARED GOODS AND SERVICES 

REGULATED BY THE ICCC

1. Goods 2.  SERVICES

Batteries - torch and radio, Coastal shipping rates

Butter, Fuel - Avgas, Diesel, Kero & Petrol
Coffee beans - ground & instant, Water & Sewerage Services

Fish - canned mackerel & canned tuna    Public Motor vehicles & taxi fares      

Flour, Stevedoring & handling charges

Margarine, Road Freight Differentials

Meat - canned corned beef, 

Milk - Powdered & concentrated,

Poultry (except duck, geese & turkey)     

Rice - Brown & white 

Soap - Laundry, cakes & powdered 

Sugar - brown & white

Tea 

For this presentation the focus will be on Fuel
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing Regime
Prior to ICCC Act 2002 and the Amended Prices Regulation Act, ch
320, the need for price control reflected: 

– Government’s concern with the pricing of certain ‘basic 
necessities’ for the PNG public (consumer).

– Recognition that in a small and  open market, of the power held 
by certain businesses. 

Types of Price regulation:

• Prices Justification – applies to local manufacturing industries 
and declared services. Pre-approval of 
Price changes required.

• Margin Control - applies to retail & wholesale mark-ups  
• Prices Notification – expedient method of  price adjustment

e.g; Trukai rice
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing regime
The ICCC ACT 2002 and the provisions of the amended PRA  provide a new 

legislative framework.

New Legislation recognizes  
Government’s policy objectives
Continuation of Price Control rules

New legislation provides a more balanced framework for Prices regulation

Allows business to retain Economic  Efficiency in improvements in 
performance.
Encourages Improvement in Standards of Service and Product Quality
Provides an appropriate environment for new investment
Creates an  environment of certainty for Business for forward planning & 
investment
Provides a clear statement of the need to balance the interest of consumers 
and suppliers/producers

Types of Price Regulation under new legislation
Declared Goods & Services under Section 10 of amended PRA.
- Direct Price Control 
Prices Monitoring for declared goods under Section 32A of amended PRA. 

New legislation provides a more balanced and more considered approach to 
prices regulation.
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing regime  (cont.)
Current Supply & Pricing Arrangements

Supply:
• Main industry players are: Shell PNG (43 %) , Mobil (33 %),  IPL (BP)            

(20%), & NOC  (4%)

• Imported at world market prices from Pacific Rim Refineries (mainly 
Singapore and Australia).

• Hence PNG consumers are price takers and not price setters

• Price Controlled Products: Mogas, Diesel, Kerosene, Avgas

Pricing: 
1. Monthly Landed Cost Review leads to monthly price changes.

2. Annual Margin and Distribution Cost review

3. Freight Differential Review

4. Retailers Margin Review
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing regime  (cont.)
1. PRICING  - Monthly Landed Cost Review Methodology

Purpose of review is to ascertain the cost of landing fuel products in PNG. These reviews are carried 
out monthly and compares against the previous months and changes are passed on in the 
prevailing Price 

LANDED COST   =     Free On Board (FOB) + Freight + 
Other Cost  +Tax

FOB:        Average Spot Price. 

Calculated as the 5 day average of the Mean of 
Platts Singapore (MOPS) on the day of shipment. 

Freight: Weighted Average Freight Rate of shipping products 
to PNG from Singapore.

Other Costs Marine Insurance, Ocean/Inland Losses, Harbour
charges.

Tax       Excise Duty, Import Duty

Note: FOB & Freight costs are denominated in US$
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing regime  (cont.)
2. Pricing – Annual Margin and Distribution Cost Review

Purpose of the review  is to recover costs on distribution
activities and the required margin on their investments

Margin Review

– Understanding between Finance Dept and Industry (1982)
– 20% Return on Investments 

– High Risk Investment by the Industry
– Based on audited financial accounts 

Distribution Cost review

– Covers both Operational & Distribution expenses
– Under-recoveries contribute to overall margin deficit
– Variances are passed onto the current prices order

NB: Last Margin & Distribution  review in 2001 for 1999/2000 performance
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing regime  (cont.)

3. Pricing - Freight Differential Review
Purpose of review is to determine the appropriate freight rates which allow for the 
recovery of freighting fuel between main depots to outer retail sites.  

Review based on

• actual costs

• annual financial reports as submitted

Current Frieght Rates 

• Uniform rates at mainportsl (Pom, Rab, Lae & Mad) 

• Rates for other centers & outer locations differ by their distances 

NB: Last Freight Differential  review in 2001 
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing regime (cont.)
4. Pricing:  Fuel Retailers Margin Review

The purpose of this review is to determine an appropriate profit margin for fuel 
retailers.

Last allowable profit margin approved in 2001
– Petrol : 8.9 toea per litre (max) 
– Diesel : 9.0 toea per litre (max)
– Kerosene : 8.8 toea per litre (max)

• Reviews based on audited Financial accounts

• Revised margins (tpl) are passed onto the current prices order

• About 160 Services station retail operations in PNG

locally owned franchises

leased owned franchises
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Fuel Pricing Policy under Existing regime  (cont.)

General Price Buildup
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review

Basis of Review

• Legislative changes with the introduction of the ICCC Act 2002

• Amended provisions  of the Prices Regulation Act, ch 320.

• Introduction of Napa Napa Oil Refinery: 

(a) Pricing of product ex- NapaNapa is locked in by Project 
Agreement between State and InterOil

(b) Changes the supply of petroleum products in PNG.

(b) Changes the Freighting arrangements. 

• The current Petroleum Review is focused on Wholesaler 
Margins,  Retailer Margins and Freighting Costs 
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review

Timetable of Petroleum Review

Release of Issues Paper – 5th December 2003

- Sets out ICCC preliminary views on the regulation of Petroleum Products.

Receipt  of submissions – 23rd December 2003

Release of Draft Report – 24th March 2004

- Takes into account views & comments from industry, stakeholders and public 
and attempts to balance interests while going forward.  

Receipt of Submissions – 30th April 2004

Release of Final Report – 28th July 2004

-Final decision by ICCC incorporating all views and comments received on

Issues Paper and Draft Report.
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review
Legislative requirements

• Principle sections are Section 20A , 21, and 25A,B,&C of the 
Price Regulation Act (PRA) 

• Where Minister has declared a good/service for price 
control, price adjustments must be considered under the 
provisions of Sections 20 A & 21 (2)(a)

– Notification of a public review  and inviting submissions 
on the proposed order

– Publication of reasons for the proposed order 
– The Commission to have regard to producer and 

consumers’ interests 
– The Commission makes its decision
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review

However given the major changes occurring in the industry the commission took 
the opportunity under section 25 A (6) to initiate a major review for a need 
for regulation of the petroleum industry. 

The commission is to have regard to

• \Whether to continue regulation in their present from; 

• Whether the present regulatory arrangements are to be varied; 

• Or whether the regulatory arraignments are to be terminated

Thus the process the commission adopted  was to consider initially whether 
Price regulation was still required for these products and if so, what form that 
price regulation should take

The commission has found that there is a strong argument to continue 
some form of price regulation for these products.
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review
Form of Regulation recommended under draft report. 

• Ex-NapaNapa Price  – IPP arrangement on price controlled products is 
“locked” in under Inter Oil agreement and  ICCC 
will monitor the administration of IPP.

• Wholesale Margin –Determination of an appropriate wholesale margin 
with an annual margin adjustment formula.

•Freight Rates – formula to be formulated Commission for 
prices to move in line with an index 

– freight ex Napa Napa to main and secondary ports.- price 
path to be based on actual shipping costs with incentive 
adjustments. 

– all other freight – cost to be subject to cost monitoring 
process using a freight cost index. 

•Retail Margin – to determination of an appropriate retail margin with annual 
adjustments for efficient costs changes. 
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review
Wholesale & Retail Margins and Freight Costs 

• Commission will use a ‘efficient cost reflective’ approach
– Desirably setting a price path up to 5 years
– Using projections of financial data

• The Commission will seek to provide a price path that 
passes on to consumers efficiency savings over time, 
while at the same time providing an appropriate 
encouragement to producers/suppliers to undertake 
efficiency improvements and new investment
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review
Wholesale & Retail Margins and Freight Costs 

Pricing Mechanism

• Where an annual adjustment mechanism is to be used,  adopt an 
incentive based form of regulation (CPI +/- X) which provides 
incentives for the fuel wholesalers and retailers  to improve their 
performance.

• At the same time allows for a sharing of efficiency gains with 
consumers through improved services. 

• Prices are set to reflect  efficient costs 

• ICCC anticipates a  5 year Regulatory Price path with review 
provisions.
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The Current Petroleum Pricing Review
Wholesale & Retail Margins and Freight Costs

Contrasting New and Previous Regulatory Arrangements.

Previous approach

– Relied upon historic actual costs
– But provided no incentive for efficiency improvement
– Effectively simply passed through the actual costs that were incurred - not a satisfactory 

form of price control!
– Political Intervention and ad hoc decisions. 

New approach ensures
– Independence of ICCC in decision making
– That supplier/producer achieve greater efficiencies, they initially keep the additional income
– Ultimately there will be a sharing of these efficiencies with consumers
– Price path prevents the producer/supplier from inefficiency and requires that they use ‘best 

practice’ in providing goods and services
– Still recognises the need for appropriate pass through of costs set by international markets
– Certainty and predictability in forward planning and investment
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Import Parity Pricing (IPP) Arrangements

• Products from NapaNapa (InterOil) supplied to wholesalers will be priced at Import 
Parity Price. 

• Products supplied: Diesel, Petrol, Kerosene, 
– Nb: Avgas will not be produced by the refinery and will still be imported by the 

industry and will be priced using a monitoring approach reflecting international 
refinery benchmarks.

– Avgas gas will not be produced as a result of not being commercially viable and 
a general more towards Jet A1 fuel.

• Capacity to produce 32,500 barrels per day of refined petroleum products

• Of particular interest is the proposed arrangements for the pricing of product 
ex the Napa Napa refinery

– Under the Agreement reached with InterOil, the Government has allowed a 
pricing arrangement which effectively reflects Import Parity Price for 
petroleum products delivered into Port Moresby

– The IPP Methodology has been locked in the Project agreement    
between the State and InterOil
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Import Parity Pricing (IPP) Arrangements

IPP Methodology

Refinery Landed Cost Formula = FOB + Freight + Other Cost + 
Tax

FOB =            Average Posted Price.

Freight =       Freight Cost from Singapore to PNG 

Other Cost = Marine Insurance, Ocean Losses, Inland Losses,  
Harbour Charges

Tax =            Excise Duty,

Note: FOB and Freight costs denominated in US$
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Import Parity Pricing (IPP) Arrangements

Given that the Refinery Landed Cost of Products are locked in the Project 
Agreement between the State and InterOil the ICCC will be monitoring the 
ex-Refinery gate prices.

Monitoring Arrangement

Inter Oil will collate and calculate data on the following:
Exchange Rate data – 2nd Day of each Month

Posted Prices - 2nd Day of each Month

AFRA Rates - 3rd Day of each Month

Notification to ICCC – 7th Day of each Month 

Effective IPP to Wholesalers – 8th day of each Month

The Commission will also collate and calculate the data independent of 
InterOil on those specified dates to ensure that there is an independent
verification of IPP.
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Key Differences
Current Landed Cost IPP Pricing Comparisons

FOB

Average Spot Price

FOB

Average Posted Price

Ocean Freight Rate:

US/MT calculated as

LTBP * World Scale Rate.

London Tankers Brokers 
Panel

World Scale Rate Rate.

Ocean Freight Rate:

US/MT calculated as

Freight * 
(AFRA/AFRA96) * 
(World Scale/World 
Scale96)

Ocean Freight:

Different Methodology 
in calculating freight 
rate. 

FOB

Avg Spot Price is 
usually less than Avg
Posted Price
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Transitional Phase
Product Availability – Diesel, Kerosene, mid July 2004

- Petrol in late August 2004

Pricing - Diesel & Kerosene to IPP on 7th July 2004 

- Petrol to continue under LCR  in July 2004 moving to 
IPP in late August 2004 

Freight - July, supply ex-Napa Napa to POM will be by sea 
freight (MR Tanker) until access road becomes viable 
for fuel tanker trucks. 

- POM to out port will be determined by the 
Industry  
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Competition Issues

Project Agreement between State & InterOil

The National Govt realised that the PA was anti-competitive so they 
used sec 65(1), exception clause, to take the Agreement out of the 
jurisdiction of the ICCC Act.

Acquisition of BP by InterOil
Legislation – Part VI of ICCC Act. 

Consideration of InterOil application in light of: 

• Oil Industry undergoing major structural changes with efficiency, 
competitiveness and net gain to economy & people

• 30-year agreement where InterOil becomes principal supplier of 
petroleum products in PNG    
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InterOil’s acquisition of BP

Basis of ICCC approval:

• Obtain clear understanding and assurance from InterOil to 
safeguard and protect other interests

• All participants in the market to enjoy same terms and 
conditions, in relation to price and quality - free of any 
discriminatory or preferential treatment  

• InterOil’s acknowledgement – Proposed acquisition and 
commercial arrangements with Shell to be subject to ICCC 
Act and to be considered in light of market circumstances, 
prevailing then, including InterOil’s ownership of BP.
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Summary of Fuel Pricing Policy

•The Current fuel pricing review attempts to move forward Regulation of 
the industry given the changes to the legislations and the downstream 
fuel industry with the coming on stream of NapaNapa;

•In respect to pricing, the ICCC;
– will have a direct price control over

– Wholesale margins
– Freight costs; and
– Retails margins

- Will monitor the administration of the IPP ex-refinery

The ICCC in performing its legislative functions envisages to achieve 
a price which is fair to the consumers and cost reflective to the fuel 
industry 
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The ICCC’s role going forward

• The Commission is a newly established body
– Independent from Government, but responsible to 

the public through its legislative requirements for 
transparency and public accountability of process

• The Commission is embarking on a process of review of 
pricing arrangements for those goods and services for 
which price declaration exists

• And is also undertaking a review of certain Regulatory 
Contracts to take into account matters that have arisen 
since the establishment of these contracts

• The Commission welcomes the participation of the 
business community in this process
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